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6 November 2018

Draft Finance Bill 2018: interim conclusions and recommendations

I.

As you are aware, the Finance Bill Sub-Committee of the Economic Affairs Committee has
been inquiring into the draft Finance Bill 2018 since it was re-appointed on September 4. The
Sub-Committee has considered two themes: Making Tax Digital for VAT, and the powers of
HMRC. The Sub-Committee will publish two reports in the coming weeks--one on each
theme.

2.

The Budget took place earlier than many expected this year, and as a result the Sub
Committee has been unable to keep to its usual practice of publishing in advance of the Budget
and introduction of the Finance Bill. As such, we are writing in advance of the Finance Bill's
publication to share with you our interim conclusions and recommendations (in bold text) on
specific provisions in the draft Finance Bill. These are based on the evidence we have gathered
in the course of our inquiry.

Offshore time limits
3.

There was deep and consistent opposition to this measure from witnesses to our inquiry,
primarily because the impact would extend beyond the high net worth individuals at whom
one might expect it was targeted. The Low Incomes Tax Reform Group were concerned that
many individuals affected by clauses 33 and 34 would be elderly people on low incomes. They,
together with several other witnesses, suggested the measure be withdrawn, or at least
replaced by something more proportionate and targeted.

4.

The Tax Consultation Framework sets out five stages of the development and implementation
of tax policy. Although the measures in clauses 33 and 34 extending assessing time limits to 12
years where offshore matters are concerned were the subject of consultation, witnesses told
us that HMRC did not consult at the first stage of policy-making-setting out objectives and
identifying options. Consultation began at the second stage-once HMRC had decided that an
extension was the best option for change-and did not give stakeholders a realistic
opportunity to challenge that decision or offer alternatives.

5.

The only reason given for the extension in the consultation document was that offshore
matters are complex and take a long time to resolve. Witnesses disagreed with this assertion.

13.

Some witnesses remarked that HMRC's approach to clauses 33 and 34 was indicative of a
system where the balance of powers has started to tip in HMRC's favour. The Sub-Committee
will return to this, and consider the substantial evidence we received alleging abuse and
inappropriate use of HMRC powers, when we publish our full report on this issue before
Christmas.

Penalties and interest

14.

We welcome the publication of the penalties and interest provisions for Making Tax Digital,
although we note from the overview of tax legislation and rates that these will not be included
in the Finance Bill 2018. We therefore offer only brief comment here.

15.

We commend the three-stage consultation process which has assisted the design and
development of these provisions. Several witnesses told the Sub-Committee they valued this
process and the time and effort HMRC put into it. We have no doubt that it has contributed
to the broad support that this new framework clearly commands. Witnesses raised some
areas of concern, which we will address in our full report on Making Tax Digital for VAT.

Response

16.

We hope this letter will aid the House of Commons in its scrutiny of the Finance Bill, and
allow you sufficient time to bring forward amendments in the House in response to our
recommendations. We would be grateful for a response by 17 November 2018.

The Rt Hon. the Lord Forsyth of Drumlean
Chairman of the Economic Affairs Finance Bill Sub-Committee

